Intern Business Analyst
France

ClicData SARL - 54/58 rue Nationale, 59800 Lille, France - RCS 503 458 499 Lille

Our philosophy
ClicData is a leading Franco-Canadian software publisher of a data analysis and visualization web
platform. It is the first company to offer a SaaS solution for SMEs and fast growing ETI as well as
subsidiaries of large groups. Thanks to its intuitive and ergonomic design, facilitating its ease of use,
ClicData makes dashboards and reports easily accessible to any business user.
With ClicData you sign up online and get to work immediately and easily in "live" mode: I connect my
data, I set up a dashboard, I share it directly via my social networks with my clients, my colleagues ...
easily and safely.
On the market since early 2014, ClicData has seen a nice growth of the sales pipeline thanks to efficient
SEO and very responsive support, it is time to speed it up, it is time to organize!
The timeframe is initially for 6 months and could be extended based on success and/or commercial
traction.
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The position
Mission
Your goal is to assist in creating an eco-system of dashboards for various markets and industries, help
build a knowledge base for our users and contribute actively to our customer support. We work with data
and we love data, if you are a KPI & metrics aficionado you will definitively have your place among us!
We will expect you to undertake the following activities:



Research analysis for different industrial sectors and propose the frequently used KPI’s and
dashboard model structures for the industry.



Participate to the Support activities.



Contribute to the product development by creating a knowledge base repository for our users.

Additional tasks will include:



Engage with customers to gather requirement analysis.



Stream-line knowledge sharing process with clients for ClicData.



Support the marketing and sales team in events.

Requirements


BAC+5 or equivalent.



Perfectly spoken and written English.



Experience with writing and presenting materials.



Experience in data analysis.



Logical thinking capabilities.



Experience with Excel or SQL or any other data management tool.



Speaking another language would be a plus

Details


Location: Lille, France



6 months internship contract to turn into a contract upon performance



Gratification



Send your curriculum/resume to helene.clary@clicdata.com
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